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• The evolution pattern of the online user preference is investigated.
• The user rating preference would become diverse and then get centralized finally.
• The correlation between the user ratings and the object qualities keeps increasing.
Detecting
 
the
 
evolution
 
properties
 
of
 
online
 
user
 
preference
 
diversity
 
is
 
of
 
significance
 
for
 
deeply
 
understanding
 
online
 
collective
 
behaviors.
 
In
 
this
 
paper,
 
we
 
empirically
 
explore
 
the
 
evolution
 
patterns
 
of
 
online
 
user
 
rating
 
preference,
 
where
 
the
 
preference
 
diversity
 
is
 
measured
 
by
 
the
 
variation
 
coefficient
 
of
 
the
 
user
 
rating
 
sequence.
 
The
 
statistical
 
results
 
for
 
four
 
real
 
systems
 
show
 
that,
 
for
 
movies
 
and
 
reviews,
 
the
 
user
 
rating
 
preference
 
would
 
become
 
diverse
 
and
 
then
 
get
 
centralized
 
finally.
 
By
 
introducing
 
the
 
empirical
 
variation
 
coefficient,
 
we
 
present
 
a
 
Markov
 
model,
 
which
 
could
 
regenerate
 
the
 
evolution
 
properties
 
of
 
two
 
online
 
systems
 
regarding
 
to
 
the
 
stable
 
variation
 
coefficients.
 
In
 
addition,
 
we
 
investigate
 
the
 
evolution
 
of
 
the
 
correlation
 
between
 
the
 
user
 
ratings
 
and
 
the
 
object
 
qualities,
 
and
 
find
 
that
 
the
 
correlation
 
would keep increasing as the user degree increases. This work could
be helpful for understanding the anchoring bias and memory effects of the online user
collective behaviors.
1. Introduction
Understanding the effects of the online collective behavior patterns is important for the computational social science [1],
decision-making processes [2–4], and the marketing strategy [5–8]. Recently, the exploration of the online user preferences
has become a promising issue for predicting the success of culture products and presenting precise marketing strategy
[9–12]. Han et al. [13] investigated the adaptive interests of online user preferences, which is helpful for solving the
diversity–accuracy dilemma [14]. Zhang et al. [15] proposed an evolutionary hypergraph model to reconstruct the online
user-tag-resource network, showing the user preferences to save resources with tags they are interested in. An evolving
network model then was introduced to reproduce the user selection patterns on tags, music and movies [16]. Thanks to
the development of web 2.0, online users could not only select, browse, but also review and share what they like. Their
preferences and tastes are reflected by their collective rating or selecting behaviors [17,18]. Many efforts have been devoted
∗ Corresponding author at: Research Center of Complex Systems Science, University of Shanghai for Science and Technology, Shanghai 200093, PR China.
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Table 1
The basic statistical properties of the data sets. N and M is the number of users and objects respectively. The number of links E represents all ratings
delivered by users during the time span, denoted by the number of days from the start date to the end date.
Data sets N M E Start date End date #day
MovieLens 71567 10681 10000054 01-09-1995 01-05-2009 5110
Netflix 478190 17770 17197883 01-01-2003 12-31-2004 731
Amazon 99621 645055 2005409 05-31-1996 09-15-2005 3394
Epinions 120492 755760 13668320 01-10-2001 05-30-2002 505
to detect the online user preference patterns by analyzing these user generated contents [12,19–21]. Rybski et al. [22,23]
analyzed the communication activity and the correlation between the long-term correlation and inter-event clustering.
Yang et al. found that there is an anchoring bias effect during the user rating process [24]. Hou et al. [25] investigated
the memory effect of the online user rating series [26,27] and found that the Markov model could regenerate online user
collective behaviors, which indicates that a user’s next action depends only on his/her current behaviors [28–31].
The above works mainly focused on the correlation between the next action and the current one regardless to the user
lifespan. How do the online user preferences change throughout the user life span? Whether the Markov model could be
commonly used to generate the online behaviors? Inspired by these questions, we investigate the evolution properties of
online user preference diversity, where the preference diversity is measured by the variation coefficient. Firstly, we rescale
each user life span to an standard time interval (see Methods), which has been used for the domain analysis of various
online settings [32–35]. Comparing with the null model, the empirical results indicate that, for movies and reviews, the
diversity of user preference increases initially and then decreases to a small value.More importantly,we find that theMarkov
process could only describe some empirical user rating behaviors when the variation coefficients are stable. Furthermore,
we investigate the correlation between user rating value and the object quality. The statistical results suggest that, generally
speaking, the correlation between the rating value and the object quality decreases.
2. Data description
Four different data sets are introduced in this paper, differing in the subject matter and the span of the time window, as
shown in Table 1. These data sets arewidely applied tomodeling the patterns of online user preferences [24–26]. Each record
in these data sets reads the user–object pair, followed by the rating the user gave to the object as well as the corresponding
timestamp. TheMovieLens1 and Netflix2 data sets are from websites which accommodate movies of various types for users.
Generally, the users would not only watch movies but also give their ratings. The Epinions data set [36] compiles millions
of user ratings on expert product reviews (e.g., reviews on electronics, cars and books). The Amazon3 data set retains huge
volume of user rating records on books. In the MovieLens data set, the user ratings are float number from 0.5 to 5, which
is differentiated into 10 levels with 0.5 score as the difference of adjacent levels. In the other data sets, ratings are integers
from 1 to 5. In this paper, we only take into account the users who rated at least 100 objects with active time span no less
than 40 days. Meanwhile, we assume the object quality can be denoted by the ratings average over all of the users.
3. Methods
In the above data sets, users can give explicit ratings to the object, expressing to what extent they like or dislike the
object. The higher a rating is, the higher the user evaluates the object. Processing the user rating sequence is reasonably
regarded as the direct and effective way to reflect the properties of online user preferences. For instance, consecutively
delivering higher or lower ratings has been used to identify the anchoring bias and memory effect of user online rating and
selecting behaviors [24,25]. In this paper, the evolution properties of online user preference diversity could be measured by
the variation coefficientV , awidely useddistribution-basedmeasure in the field of complex systems [37], defined as the ratio
of the standard deviation σ to themeanμ. Specifically, we normalize each user’s time span into the same time interval [0, 1],
where 0 and 1 represent the starting and ending time of the online user activities. For a user, say u, who deliveredmu ratings
during his/her time span, the variation coefficient V could be calculated in the following way. Firstly, the normalized time
span is divided into T intervals with the same length, which could be denoted as [0, 1T ), [ 1T , 2T ), . . . , [ T−2T , T−1T ), [ T−1T , 1],
respectively. All themu(t) ratings before time t consist of the sequence RS(t) = {r1, r2, . . . , rmu(t)}, where ri is the ith rating
given by user u. Therefore, for each time t , the coefficient of variation Vu(t) for user u can be expressed as,
Vu(t) = σu(t)
μu(t)
, (1)
1 http://www.grouplens.org.
2 http://www.netflix.com.
3 http://www.amazon.com.
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Fig. 1. An illustration of the evolution property of one specific user’s preference for the MovieLens data set. The preference diversity is measured by the
variation coefficient V (t). The number of movies rated by this user is 295. And the user stays in the system for 3171 days, which is rescaled to the interval
[0, 1] and is separated into 9 sub-intervals of same length. Each scatter point in panel (a) indicates the variation coefficient V (t) versus time t , which is
measured by the ratio of the standard deviation σ(t) to the mean value μ(t), denoted by σ(t)/μ(t). The evolution property of the variation coefficient
V (t) can be shown by the gray solid line. The panels (b)–(j) show the distributions P(r) of the user rating sequence for each sub-interval.
where the mean μu(t) and the standard deviation σu(t) of the rating sequence RS(t) are read as,
μu(t) = 1mu(t)
mu(t)∑
i=1
ri, (2)
σu(t) =
√√√√ 1
mu(t)
mu(t)∑
i=1
[ri − μu(t)]2. (3)
Then the higher of the variation coefficient Vu(t), the more diverse the user preference would be. When there is not any
rating behaviors in one time interval, the Vu(t) would be set as zero for user u.
For one specific user in theMovieLens data set, the evolution property of the user preference is shown in Fig. 1, fromwhich
one could find that, in the early stage, the variation coefficient V (t) increases from0.1730 to 0.1910, and then decreases from
0.1910 to 0.1727. The result indicates that user prefer to give more diverse ratings when they enter the system, and then
give stable ratings. From the viewpoint of collective behaviors, the average variation coefficient 〈V (t)〉 for all users could be
defined as,
〈V (t)〉 = 1
N
N∑
u=1
Vu(t), (4)
where N is the number of users of the data set. Besides, the mean value 〈μ(t)〉 is defined as the average rating value over all
users, which can be read as,
〈μ(t)〉 = 1
N
N∑
u=1
mu(t)∑
i=1
ri
mu(t)
. (5)
4. Evolution properties of online rating preference
The evolution property of the mean value 〈μ(t)〉 is shown in Fig. 2(a)–(d), which is denoted as triangles. For the
MovieLensand Amazon data sets, one can find that the mean value 〈μ(t)〉 continually decreases as the time t increases,
which indicates that the users tend to give smaller rating values as they rated on more objects. Meanwhile, the mean value
〈μ(t)〉 of ratings for the Epinions data set monotonously increases with the user comment activities. However, for the Netflix
data set, the evolution of the mean value 〈μ(t)〉 exhibits another pattern, in which users give lower ratings on movies in
their early stage, then give higher scores in the rest of life span.
The dynamics of themean value 〈μ(t)〉 show the evolution property of the rating values. Furthermore, we investigate the
variation coefficient to measure the rating diversity of all users (see Methods). Fig. 2(e)–(h) show the evolution processes of
the average variation coefficient 〈V (t)〉 in different systems, fromwhich one could find that, except the Amazon data set, the
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Fig. 2. (Color Online) The evolution processes of the average variation coefficient 〈V (t)〉 and the mean value 〈μ(t)〉 across the user activity time span. The
activity time span is mapped into the range [0, 1], where 0 and 1 indicate the first and last rating times. From the panels (a)–(d), one could find that, the
mean value 〈μ(t)〉 for the MovieLens and Amazon data sets decreases continually, which means the users tend to give small values on the objects. On the
contrary, for the Epinions data set, the users would gradually give high scores on the others’ review. For theNetflix data set, themean value 〈μ(t)〉 decreases
at the early stage, then rapidly increases finally. Apparently, there is different dynamics of the user rating preference in different systems. Furthermore, the
variation coefficient of the user rating sequence is introduced. Panels (e)–(h) show the dynamics of the average variation coefficient 〈V (t)〉, from which
one find that, except the Amazon data set, the average variation coefficient 〈V (t)〉 increases firstly and then continually decreases. However, for the Amazon
data set, the average variation coefficient 〈V (t)〉 continually increases. The results suggest that, for movies/reviews, the preference tends to be more and
more diverse and then increasingly centralized eventually. The red vertical bar indicates the standard error bar.
average variation coefficient 〈V (t)〉 increases in the early stage of the time span, then reaches themaximum, and eventually
declines. From Fig. 2(e)–(h), one could find that, the value ranges of the average variation coefficient 〈V (t)〉 are 0.0371 and
0.0661 for the Netflix and Amazon data sets, which are at least 22 times of the value ranges for the MovieLens and Epinions
data sets. The remarkable difference of the value ranges suggests that the user preference diversity is more stable for the
MovieLens and Epinions data sets than the diversity for theNetflix and Amazon data sets. Therefore, for theNetflix and Amazon
data sets, the disability of the Markov process to regenerate the properties of online user behaviors could result from both
the notable diverse trend of the user’s preference and the large value range of the variation coefficient.
The results indicate that, there is no specific preference for movies/reviews when users just enter the system. As the
experiences get more extensive they prefer to rate or select the specific movies or reviews they like, thus it appears that
their preferences becomemore andmore centralized. For theAmazondata set, nevertheless, the average variation coefficient
〈V (t)〉 for books tends to increase continually, indicating the user preferences on books are growing diverse. In addition, we
present a null model to compare the empirical and reshuffled results, which demonstrates the evolution patterns shown in
Fig. 2 are from real online user behaviors instead of the random mechanism. In the null model, each user would randomly
deliver integer ratings (1, 2, . . . , 5) on the objects while the links and timestamps for each user–object pair unchanged.
Therefore, the empirical dynamics for each user’s rating preference are removed. The dynamical patterns of the average
coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 for the null model are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that, for all four data sets, the average
coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 keeps increasing as the time increases. Apparently, for theMovieLens, Epinions, andNetflix data
sets, the empirical results of the evolution processes of the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 is remarkably different
with the results obtained by the null model, which suggests that the centralized trend of rating preference for movies and
reviews cannot be regenerated by the user’s random rating behaviors. On the contrary, in the Amazon data set, the difference
of the evolution trends between real data and the null model is not significant, which indicates that the rating behaviors for
books are more random than that for movies or reviews.
For user with different degrees, would the evolution patterns of the user rating preference still behave uniformly as the
ones in the main text? Hence, for each data set, we group the users according to their degrees (the number of ratings they
delivered during the activity span), and implement the experiments for the dynamics of the average coefficient of variation
〈V (t)〉 for different groups.
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Fig. 3. Evolution dynamics of the coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 for the null model. A null model is proposed to comparing with the empirical results.
The null model is constructed by uniformly randomizing the user ratings from the integral number range [1, 5]. Meanwhile, the links and timestamps for
each user–object pair stay the same as the empirical ones. The statistical results of the evolution dynamics of the coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 are shown
in panels (a)–(d), from which one could find that, the coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 monotonously increases with the increment of time t for each data
set. Therefore, for the MovieLens, Epinions, and Netflix data sets, the evolution patterns of the online user preference cannot be regenerated by the users’
randomized behaviors. Whereas, for the Amazon data sets, the process of increasing diversification of the user online preference appears more random
than regular.
For each data set, users are collected into six groups depending on their degree k. Specifically, considering the users
in a certain group g (g = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), the degree range of the users in this group is denoted as [k(g), k(g) × d], where
the common ratio d = k(g+1)−1k(g) with k(1) = 100, and the degree range for the last group could be [k(5) + 1, kmax]. Then
we calculate the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 for different group during each time interval. For an arbitrary time
interval [t − 1T , t), (where the time t ∈ { 1T , 2T , . . . , T−1T , 1}), the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉g for group g can be
read as,
〈V (t)〉g = 1Ng
∑
u∈Ωg
Vu(t), (6)
where Ng is the number of users in group g , Ωg is the set of users in group g , and Vu(t) denotes the average coefficient of
variation for an arbitrary user, say u, during the time interval. Therefore, at the time t , the higher the value of the average
coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉g is, for the Group g the more diverse the users rating preferences are. Moreover, to compared
with the empirical results, we also implement the experiments for the null model to the corresponding groups. For different
data sets, we discuss the effect of the user degree on the evolution patterns of the online user preference, the detailed results
are reported as follows.
4.1. Results for the MovieLens data set
In theMovieLens data set, the common ratio d = 1.53 so that the degree ranges from the least to the largest for different
groups are [100, 153], [154, 236], [237, 363], [364, 558], [559, 857] and [858, 7359] respectively. The effect of the user
degree on the evolution dynamics of user preference is shown in Fig. 4(a). The users with large-degree are likely to have
higher values of the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉. Compared with the small-degree users, the preference for the
large-degree users are more diverse, which indicates that, the users with more extended rating and selecting experience on
movies would intend to browse or review themovies of various kinds. As the time t increases, for users in group 1 and group
3, the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 exhibit slightly decreasing tendency over the activity span. For users in group 2
and group 4, the coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 presents little fluctuation. While for the large-degree users in group 5 and
group 6, the coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 tends to increase to the maximum value first, and then decrease to a stale value.
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Fig. 4. (Color online)The evolution dynamics of average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 for different user groups in theMovieLens data set. Users are grouped
into 6 groups by their degrees that range for different groups in [100, 153], [154, 236], [237, 363], [364, 558], [559, 857] and [858, 7359] respectively. The
panel (a) shows the empirical results for the evolution dynamics of the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉. For users in group 1 and group 3, the average
coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 decreases monotonously and slightly. For users in group 2 and group 4, the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 fluctuates
slightly around the first value. Whereas, for the users in group 5 and group 6, the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 start to increase at first till the
maximum value, and then decreases eventually. The panel (b) exhibits the evolution dynamics of the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 for null model.
As one could find, the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 increases for all the user groups throughout the whole time span. The comparison between the
empirical results and the ones for null model indicates that, in real rating process the centralized trends of the user preference cannot be regenerated by
the users’ randomized behaviors, especially for the large-degree users. Moreover, the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 lies in range [0.2554, 0.2941]
in the empirical case, while it locates in range [0.4645, 0.4714] for the null model, which indicates that the real user preference is much more centralized
than that of the null model.
Thus, for users with little experiences in rating and selecting movies, the diversity of their preference are likely to keep on a
certain level. Whereas, with the extended experience of users’ online rating and selecting activities, their preference would
eventually present more and more centralized trend.
For the null model, the Fig. 4(b) displays the effect of the user degree on the evolution characteristics of online user
preference. It could be seen that, for each group of users with different user degree, the average coefficient of variation
〈V (t)〉 would be monotonously increases with time t . Therefore, if users randomly deliver the ratings on movies without
their real and specific preference, the tastes would be increasingly diverse. Moreover, in the empirical case, the average
coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 locates in range [0.2554, 0.2941] for different users, while in the null model, it ranges from
the minimum value 0.4645 to the maximum 0.4714. Apparently, in the empirical condition, the user rating is much more
centralized than that of the nullmodel,which indicates the remarkable preference in the user rating behaviors. Therefore, for
theMovieLens data set, comparing the results of null model with the empirical ones, we could conclude that, the centralized
trend of the user preference are significant, especially for the large-degree users. In fact, the user preference is much more
diverse in null model than that in empirical conditions.
4.2. Results for the Epinions data set
For the Epinions data set, the degrees for different groups belong to the ranges [100, 209], [210, 438], [439, 918], [919,
1923], [1924, 4027] and [4028, 162169] respectively, in that the common ratio d equals 2.09. For different groups, the
evolution dynamics of the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 are shown in Fig. 5 for both the empirical data and the null
model. Note that in the empirical results, there is no significant tendency that the large-degree users have more diverse
preference than the small-degree users or vice versa. For instance, the value of the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉
for the users in group 3 is lower than that for the users in group 1 while it can be much higher than the values for users in
group 2. Furthermore, as we could find, for users in group 1, group 2, and group 4, the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉
increases in the early stage of user activity time span, while it would continuously decreases till the end. For users in group 3
and group 5, the values of the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉monotonously decreases. However, the result for group
6 shows remarkable different evolution pattern. The average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 declines to the minimum value
from the start of the activity time span, and then increases in the rest of time. Therefore, the empirical results implies that,
for most users their preferences present more and more centralized trend. For users with degree k > 4027, however, the
dynamical evolution process of the preference behave in a pattern that is opposite to the small-degree users.
Similarly,we implement the analysis for the nullmodel. The results are shown in Fig. 5(b), inwhich the average coefficient
of variation 〈V (t)〉 rapidly increases from the start of the user activity time span and slightly increases to the end. Apparently,
the remarkably different evolution patterns between the empirical results and the results of null model demonstrate the
significance of our analysis in the main text. In addition, the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 for the group 6 increases
eventually, which could explain the little fluctuation of the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 after t = 0.5890 in Fig. 2(f)
in themain text. Besides,we can also find that, the value range of the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 is [0.1249, 0.1387]
for different groups. However, the minimum value of the 〈V (t)〉 for the null model is 0.4530, which is over three times than
the maximum 0.1387 of the empirical one. Therefore, in the Epinions data set, the user rating preference is also significantly
centralized than the much diverse case of null model.
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Fig. 5. (Color Online) The evolution dynamics of the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 for different users in the Epinions data set. The common ratio d
equals 2.09 for the Epinions data set, so that the users are collected into 6 groups by their degrees ranging in [100, 209], [210, 438], [439, 918], [919, 1923],
[1924, 4027] and [4028, 162169] respectively. The panel (a) shows the empirical results for the dynamics of the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉.
Specifically, for users in the group 1, group 2, and group 4, the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 tends to increase from the start till the maximum
value and then decreases to the end. For users in the group 3 and group 5, the value of the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 decreases monotonously.
Whereas, for the users in group 6, the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 decreases first till the minimum value and then increases to the end. Panel
(b) displays the corresponding results for the null model, in which the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 continuously increases. Comparing with the
results for the null model, the centralized evolution patterns for users with degree k < 4028 are significant. However, for users with degree k ≥ 4028,
the evolution process could be in the opposite way. Besides, in the null model, the value of the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 is at least over 0.45,
which is three times more than the empirical one.
Fig. 6. (Color Online) The evolution dynamics of the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 for different users in Netflix data set. For the Netflix data set, the
users are collected by the degree ranging in [100, 150], [151, 226], [227, 341], [342, 514], [515, 775] and [776, 6011] into 6 groups. The empirical evolution
dynamics of the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 is shown in panel (a), in which except the users in group 6, the value of the average coefficient of
variation 〈V (t)〉 increases till the maximum value and then decreases to the end. For group 6, the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 changes with little
fluctuations in the end of the activity time span. In panel (b), however, the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 tends to monotonously increases over the
whole activity time span. Meanwhile, compared the results in the empirical data with that of null model, one could find that, the maximum of the average
coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 in the empirical case is less than the minimum one in the null model, which indicates that in the real rating process the user
rating preference is much more remarkable.
4.3. Results for the Netflix data set
Similar with the MovieLens data set, each record in the Netflix data set reflect the user’s preference on a specific movie.
The common ratio d = 1.50, then the degree for different groups locates in ranges [100, 150], [151, 226], [227, 341], [342,
514], [515, 775] and [776, 6011] respectively. We show the evolution patterns of the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉
for different groups, the results are presented in Fig. 6(a), from which one could find that, for a fixed time, the values of
the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 for large-degree users are higher than that for the users of small-degrees. This
is consistent with the results for the MovieLens data set. In addition, except the result for group 6, the average coefficient
of variation 〈V (t)〉 keeps increasing from the start of the users’ activity time span, and then slightly decreases to a stale
value. For the users in group 6, the values of the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 keeps the maximum value after time
t > 0.5263. Thus, the evolution dynamics for different groups almost remain the general pattern similar with that in the
main text.
We show the results of null model for the Netflix data set in Fig. 6(b), in which for different users, the average coefficient
of variation 〈V (t)〉 keeps increasing over the whole activity time span. That is, in the Netflix data set, even for the users with
different degrees, the empirical evolution patterns of online user preference cannot be regenerated by the users’ randomized
behaviors. Furthermore, compared the results of null model with the empirical one, we can find that, the maximum value
of the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 is no more than 0.35 for the empirical data, however, the minimum value for
the null model is no less than 0.38. Thus, for the Netflix data set, the preference of user rating behaviors is reexamined to be
much more significant than that of null model.
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Fig. 7. (Color Online) The evolution dynamics of the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 for different users inAmazondata set. The users are collected into
6 groups with the degree locating in ranges [100, 158], [159, 252], [253, 401], [402, 638], [639, 1015], and [1016, 10310] respectively. The panel (a) shows
the empirical results for the evolution dynamics of the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 for different groups. For the first four groups, the average
coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 increases with time over the whole time span. For the users in group 5, the average coefficient of variation also increases to
the maximum value from the start of the activity time span, while decreases during the rest of time. For the users in group 6, the average coefficient of
variation 〈V (t)〉 first rapidly increases to the maximum value, and then evolves with little fluctuation to the end. The panel (b) shows the corresponding
results for the null model. As we could find that, except group 5, the evolution dynamics for most users are similar with the pattern in the null model.
Besides, the minimum value of the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 in null model is 0.3279 for different groups, which is significantly larger than the
maximum one in the empirical data. The result indicate that, the preference in the real rating process is much significant than that for the randomized case.
4.4. Results for the Amazon data set
For theAmazon data set, in themain textwe show that the users’ preferences aremore andmore diverse since the average
coefficient of variation 〈v(t)〉 increases over the whole activity time span. In details, we analyze the evolution dynamics of
the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 for different users. The users are also divided into 6 groups by their degrees, in
which the degree ranges in [100, 158], [159, 252], [253, 401], [402, 638], [639, 1015], and [1016, 10310] respectively. For
the first four groups, the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 monotonously increases, this type of evolution process is
consistent with the dynamical patterns reported in the main text. For users in group 5, the average coefficient of variation
〈V (t)〉 increases to the maximum value from the start of the activity time span, and then decreases, which is similar with
the evolution patterns of the counterparts in the MovieLens and Epinions data sets. For the users in group 6, the average
coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 rapidly increases to the maximum value, and then keep this value to the end. The statistical
results indicates that, for users with certain degrees (group 5), their preference could also be more and more centralized as
the time increases, while for most users, their preference appears increasingly diverse. (See Fig. 7.)
The experiments for the null model also show that, the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 tends to monotonously
increase for different groups, and the values (the minimum for null model is 0.3279) are always much higher than that
of the empirical ones (the maximum for the empirical data is 0.2391). Therefore, the evolution dynamics of the online user
preference are far from the ones generated by the randomized behaviorswhile the user rating preference is farmore obvious
than the diverse one of null model.
5. Modeling user rating behaviors via theMarkov process
The Markov model has been widely used to model online user behaviors, while Meiss et al. argued that online user
behaviors could not be explained by theMarkovmodel [33]. However, quite a lot of recent advances demonstrated that the
user rating and selecting behaviors present considerable correlations with the historical ones (e.g., Anchoring bias effect
and Memory effect of online user rating behaviors), indicating the Markovian property implicit in the user rating sequence
[24,25,29,30]. Therefore, in this paper, we try to regenerate the dynamical rating process for each data set with a Markov
model, where the relationship between the user’s two consecutive actions are calculated based on the transition matrix,
in which the distribution of the transition probability is captured by the Gaussian distribution [25,26]. Suppose the user u
delivered m′u(t) ratings during a given time interval [t − 1T , t) (t = 1T , 2T , . . . , T−1T ) or [ T−1T , 1]. Then the next rating ri+1(t)
given by user u could be given as,
f (ri+1(t)) = 1
α〈σ(t)〉√2π exp
{
−[ri+1(t) − ri(t)]
2
2[α〈σ(t)〉]2
}
, (7)
where 〈σ(t)〉 = 1N
∑N
u=1 σu(t) is the averaged standard deviation of the ratings over all users until time t , α is an adjustable
parameter. Specially, we set all ratings delivered by the user in the first time interval as the basis and the simulations start
at the second one. In each time interval, the value of the standard deviation 〈σ(t)〉 is given by the empirical results.
For the simulated ratings of each data set, we calculate the dynamics of the mean value 〈μ(t)〉 with different values
of α. As shown in Fig. 8, the empirical dynamics of the mean value 〈μ(t)〉 could be well fitted by the simulated data in the
MovieLens and Epinions data sets, with the α = 1.00 and 1.06 respectively. For theNetflix and Amazon data sets, we could not
find a parameter α to regenerate the empirical results. In order to intuitively compare the simulation results, we implement
the simulations with the parameter α lying in the range [0.2, 1.6] and the value resolution is 0.2 for all the data sets.
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Fig. 8. (Color Online) Regenerating the dynamics of the mean value 〈μ(t)〉 via the Markov process with different parameters α. The Markov process is
widely used to model the correlation between online users’ consecutive behaviors [24,25,29,30]. The panels (a)–(b) shows that, for the MovieLens and
Epinions data sets the dynamics of the mean value can be well regenerated by the Markov process with α = 1.00 and 1.06 respectively. However, the
panels (c)–(d) present that theMarkov process could not regenerate the online user behaviors even with various parameters, suggesting that the ability of
theMarkov process in describing the user behavior patterns could be affected by the evolution characteristics of online user preference.
The results of the simulations are shown in Fig. 9, from which one could find that, the empirical dynamics of the mean
value 〈μ(t)〉 can be well fitted by the Markov process with the parameter α = 1.0 and 1.06, respectively for the MovieLens
and Epinions data sets. Whereas, for the Netflix and Epinions data sets, theMarkov process between the user consecutive ac-
tions cannot capture the nature of the user rating dynamics, since the lack of the appropriate value for the parameter α. The
results are consistentwith the ones in themain text. Therefore, the simulation results are robust to the value range of the pa-
rameterα. In fact, aswe shown in Fig. 2, the value of the average coefficient of variation 〈V (t)〉 for theNetflix andAmazon data
sets locates in a much broader value ranges and is higher than the ones for theMovieLens and the Epinions data sets, which
may be the reason accounting for the different regenerating results. Another reason for the distinct abilities of the Markov
process to reproduced the dynamics of the user behaviors could be attributed to different evolution process of the user rat-
ing preference, in which the preference tends to bemore andmore centralized in theMovieLens and Epinions data sets while
it would be increasingly diverse for a much longer periods or over the activity time span in the Netflix and Amazon data sets.
Moreover, in the real rating or selecting process users are usually exposed to a time-varying systems, where the average
rating of objects they perceived is also time-dependent. Therefore, the information they could consider when they rated an
object is the average rating delivered by other users before. Hence, we explore the correlations between the user rating and
the object quality in two steps as follows.
6. Correlations between the user rating and the object quality
Firstly, we examine the correlations between the user rating and the object quality, which is defined as the average
value over all ratings that the object received. For a specific user u who delivered mu ratings, the rating sequence and the
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Fig. 9. Simulating the dynamics of the mean value 〈μ(t)〉 with theMarkov process at the parameter α belonging to a more wide range. For different data
sets, the parameter α are set into the same andmore broad range [0.2, 1.6], which contains the ones in themain text. Therefore, the simulation results could
be equally and intuitively compared over different systems. The results shown in panels (a)–(b) indicate that, for theMovieLens and Epinions data sets, the
evolution dynamics of the mean value 〈μ(t)〉 can be well described with theMarkov type of dynamics with parameter α = 1.0 and 1.06. However, panels
(c)–(d) show that, for the Netflix and Amazon data sets, the Markov type of dynamics solely cannot reflect the mechanisms of the online user collective
behaviors since the lack of an appropriate value of the parameter α. The above results are consistent with that in the main text, in which the parameter α
is in a more fine-grained resolution and more narrow value range.
corresponding object quality sequence can be denoted as two vectors, Ru = {r1, r2, . . . , rmu} and Qu = {q1, q2, . . . , qmu}
respectively. To evaluate the similarity between the ratings and the qualities, we calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient
between the vectors Ru and Qu. Thus the rating similarity θu for user u is defined as,
θu = 1mu
mu∑
i=1
(ri − r¯u)(qi − q¯u)
σruσqu
, (8)
where r¯u = 1mu
∑mu
i=1 ri, q¯u = 1mu
∑mu
i=1 qi, σru =
√
1
mu
∑mu
i=1(ri − r¯u)2 and σqu =
√
1
mu
∑mu
i=1(qi − q¯u)2. The rating similarity
θu ranges from−1 to 1, in which−1means that the ratings delivered by user u is totally opposite to the object quality, while
1 corresponding to the consistent case. Besides, if the rating similarity θu equals 0, there would be no correlation between
user’s rating behaviors and the object qualities.
For all four data sets, we calculate the rating similarity θ of each user. By displaying the probability distribution p(θ) of the
rating similarity θ , Fig. 10 shows the positive correlation between the user ratings and the object qualities. For theMovieLens
and Netflix data sets, themodes of the rating similarityμ(θ) are 0.52 and 0.46 as well as themean values are equal to 0.4754
and 0.4373 respectively. Obviously, the results suggest that, a high rating score on movies has a higher possibility of being
given to an object of high quality and vice versa, which is consistent with the previous studies [25]. This phenomenon is
more evident for rating reviews and books in the Epinions and Amazon data sets as the modes are 0.65 and 0.84 respectively
and both of the mean values are beyond 0.5.
For each user, we separated each user’s rating sequence into T intervals by uniformly dividing the normalized activity
time span. Thus the FS analysis in each data set could be described as follows. For the user u, a new rating series RSTu consists
of the sum of the ratings in each time interval. If we denote the sum of the ratings in time interval [t− 1T , t) (t = 1T , 2T , . . . , 1,
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Fig. 10. The probability distribution p(θ) of rating similarity θ between the user rating and the object quality. The object quality is quantified by averaging
all of the ratings delivered to the object. Thus, for each user the rating series and the object quality series consist of two vectors. The Pearson correlation
coefficient between the two vectors is denoted as the rating similarity θ . Panels (a)–(d) show the distribution p(θ) of the rating similarity θ for different data
sets. The mean values of the rating similarity θ in theMovieLens, Epinions, Netflix, and Amazon data sets are 0.4754, 0.4373, 0.5693 and 0.6218 respectively,
which implies the positive correlations between the ratings and the global qualities in the aggregate level, and for the Amazon data set the users’ ratings
are more dependent with the object qualities than any others. It also can be seen that, in theMovieLens, Epinions, Netflix, and Amazon data sets, the modes
of the values of the rating similarity θ is 0.52, 0.84, 0.46 and 0.65 respectively.
and it is [ T−1T , 1] for the last interval) as
fu(t) =
Nu(t)∑
i=1
ri, (9)
whereNu(t) is the number of ratings userudeliveredduring the time interval, then the rating seriesRSTu = {fu( 1T ), fu( 2T ), . . . ,
fu(1)}. Therefore, the temporal average value μu can be read as
μu = 1T
1∑
t= 1T
fu(t), (10)
and the standard deviation σu is quantified as
σu =
⎛
⎝ 1
T − 1
1∑
t= 1T
[fu(t) − μu]2
⎞
⎠
1
2
. (11)
Then, we could obtain the value of FS exponent β by linearly fitting the scatters (logμ, log σ ) of all users.
In the nullmodel, users are set to uniformly and randomly deliver integral ratings from the rating range [rmin, rmax], where
the rmin and rmax respectively denote the minimum and maximum scores that each user can rate. Therefore, the empirical
correlation of the user rating behaviors is removed, so that the FS analysis could solely reflect the correlation embedded in
the structure of the data sets. The results of the FS analysis for nullmodel are shown in Fig. 11, fromwhich, one could find that
the fluctuation scaling exponent β equals 0.8534, 0.9135, 1.0731 and 0.7619 for the MovieLens, Epinions, Netflix and Amazon
data sets respectively. Therefore, the results display the evidence of the correlation of online user collective behaviors in
the data sets, which may be caused by the distribution of inter-event times of the user actions or the inevitable interactions
among users within these web-based systems etc.
Therefore, the above results reveal the non-trivial correlation between the user ratings and the object qualities. However,
comparingwith the rating behaviors of the Amazon data set, the lowermean value of the rating similarity θ for other systems
report that, ratings for movies/reviews aremore independent with the object qualities than those ratings for books. Besides,
we also find that for the Amazon and Epinions data sets, a few users tend to give ratings that are irrelevant or even opposite
to the object qualities.
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Fig. 11. Fluctuation scaling plots for the four data sets. In the fluctuation scaling (FS) analysis, the temporal average value μu and the standard deviation
σu of the rating sequence of a user, say u, are related by the correlation σu ∼ μβu . The value of the fluctuation scaling exponent β is given by the least square
fitting for the points (logμ, log σ ) for all the users, which lies in range [1/2, 1], where β = 1/2 means the independence of the users’ behaviors while
β = 1 implies that the users behaviors are fully correlated. In null model, the users are set to randomly deliver the ratings, while the timestamps still keep
the same as the empirical ones. Then, the FS analysis of the null model could solely reflect the correlation of the user rating behaviors embedded in the
structure of the data sets. The panels (a)–(d) show that the FS exponent β equals 0.8534, 0.9135, 1.0731 and 0.7619 respectively for theMovieLens, Epinions,
Netflix and Amazon data sets. Therefore, the correlation of the user rating behaviors is relatively evident.
7. Correlation dynamics for user rating behaviors
Furthermore, we investigate the rating similarity θ to uncover the differences of the correlation evolution patterns for
different users. First of all, users are collected into six groups according to their degree k, i.e., the number of ratings they
delivered in the whole data set, since the special roles of the degree in online user activity patterns [38–40]. In each data set,
the users are grouped by the degree ranging in [k(g), k(g) × d] for the first five groups, where k(g) denotes the minimum
degree in group g and the common ratio d = [k(g + 1) − 1]/k(g). As we described in the section of Data description, the
minimum degree in each data set is kmin = k(1) = 100. The common ratio d is 1.53, 2.09, 1.50, and 1.58 for the MovieLens,
Epinions, Netflix, and Amazon data sets respectively. Then, we could trace the reactions of different users to the displayed
quality of an object before s/he rates on it. Here, the displayed quality of an object is a function of the timestamp of the user
rating. If a user, say u, rate object o at time t , the displayed quality of object o can be computed by averaging all its ratings
given by users just before time t . Hence, the dynamical correlation between the ratings and the displayed qualities can be
measured as follows.
Suppose the user u belongs to group g (g = 1, 2, . . . , 6) and had rated mu ratings during the activity span, we firstly
focus on the correlation dynamics in given time interval [t − 1T , t), in which t = 1T , 2T , . . . , T−1T , 1 (It is [ T−1T , 1] for the last
time interval). The number of ratings user u delivered during this period are denoted as m′u(t). For each rating ri, there is a
displayed quality qri corresponding to the timestamp of the rating record. Thus, the vectors consisted of the ratings and the
displayed qualities can be expressed as Ru(t) = {r1, r2, . . . , rm′u(t)} and Qu(t) = {qr1 , qr2 , . . . , qrm′u(t)}, respectively. Then the
dynamical correlation ρu(t) of user u at time t is defined as,
ρu(t) = 1m′u(t)
m′u(t)∑
i=1
[ri − r¯u(t)][qri − q¯u(t)]
σru(t)σqu(t)
, (12)
where r¯u(t) = 1m′u(t)
∑m′u(t)
i=1 ri, q¯u(t) = 1m′u(t)
∑m′u(t)
i=1 qri , σru(t) =
√
1
m′u(t)
∑m′u(t)
i=1 (ri − r¯u(t))2 and σqu(t) =√
1
m′u(t)
∑m′u(t)
i=1 (qri − q¯u(t))2. Consequently, the average dynamical correlation 〈ρ(t)〉g for users in group g at time t can
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Fig. 12. (Color online) The evolution of the dynamical correlation 〈ρ(t)〉 for different users. The user degree could be a key element in the user activity
patterns according to previous literatures [38,39]. Therefore, for each data set the users are divided into six groups in terms of their degree, generated by
the number of objects each of them rated. The dynamical correlation 〈ρ(t)〉 is measured by the P between the user rating series and the displayed quality
series corresponding to time t (see Section Correlation dynamics for user rating behaviors for related details and definitions). The panels (a)–(d) show the
evolution of the dynamical correlation 〈ρ(t)〉 for different users, where from Group 1 to Group 6 each group contains the users with the degrees from the
least to the largest respectively. One could find that, in the MovieLens, Epinions, and Netflix data sets, the dynamical correlation 〈ρ(t)〉 decreases versus
time t and presents specific evolution pattern for all users. Whereas, in the Amazon data set it exhibits inconsistent evolution trends for different users as
the time increases.
be read as,
〈ρ(t)〉g = 1Ng
∑
u∈Ωg
ρu(t), (13)
where Ng is the number of the users in group g and Ωg is the set that contains all the users in group g . The higher value of
the average dynamical correlation 〈ρ(ts)〉g is, the higher possibility users in Group g rate objects depending on the displayed
qualities.
The evolution trends of the average dynamical correlation 〈ρ(t)〉 are shown in Fig. 12. One could find, the larger the user
degree is, the higher the average dynamical correlation 〈ρ(t)〉will be, which suggests that the userswho deliveredmore rat-
ings aremore likely to give ratings approximated to the object quality they have seen.Meanwhile, the evolution processes of
the average dynamical correlation 〈ρ(t)〉 for theMovieLens, Epinions, and Netflix data sets are remarkably different with the
ones observed in the Amazon data set. For theMovieLens, Epinions, and Netflix data sets, as the time t increases, the evolution
trends of the average dynamical correlation 〈ρ(t)〉 are similar for different groups. Specifically, for the MovieLens data set,
the average dynamical correlation 〈ρ(t)〉 monotonously decreases for all users. For the Epinions data set, at the start of the
user online activities the average dynamical correlation 〈ρ(t)〉 decreases, and during the period from t = 0.11 to t = 0.33
little change can be found, and during the rest of the activity span it would decreases again. For the Netflix data set, the av-
erage dynamical correlation 〈ρ(t)〉 tends to decline at the first, and then slightly fluctuates around a small value ranging in
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Fig. 13. The scatter plot of the overall variation coefficient 〈V (u)〉 versus the average object degree 〈ko(u)〉. Panels (a)–(d) show the respective results for
theMovieLens, Epinions, Netflix and Amazon data sets. The coordinate of each point in the panels consists of the overall variation coefficient 〈V (u)〉, defined
as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean of the user’s whole rating sequence, and the average object degree 〈ko(u)〉, calculated by averaging the
degree over all of the objects that the user u rated. As one could find, the point (〈V (u)〉, 〈ko(u)〉) locates in each panel without any obvious regularity,
suggesting the non-significant correlation between the overall variation coefficient 〈V (u)〉 and the average object degree 〈ko(u)〉.
[0.2, 0.4]. The above results indicate that, when users evaluate movies or reviews, they are likely to have a general reaction
pattern to the object, which could be reflected by the increasingly insignificant but special correlation patterns between
the ratings and the displayed qualities. The patterns are reasonable to some extent. As a user just enter an online system,
his/her attitudes could be largely impacted by the others’ ratings, resulting in the closely correlation between the ratings
and the displayed qualities. With the rating experience enriched, the user are more likely to give ratings relying on personal
preference. Therefore, it could be collectively seen that the correlation declines. However, for the Amazon data set, the aver-
age dynamical correlation 〈ρ(t)〉 presents no general pattern for all the users, which implies that some users rate the books
increasingly close to the displayed quality while for others the deviation of ratings from the displayed qualities is growing.
Generally speaking, the user rating behaviors are influenced by the quality of the evaluation object. However, the
influencewould be increasingly insignificant as the time increases. Besides, different data sets are characterized by different
evolution processes of the correlation between the ratings and the displayed qualities.
8. Correlation between the user preference diversity and the object degree
The object degree is another important factor that may influence the user rating behaviors [26,40]. To collectively clarify
whether the user rating preference diversity is related to the object degree, we investigate the correlation between the user
preference diversity and the object degree. In this section, for a user, says u, we define the overall variation coefficient 〈V (u)〉
as the variation coefficient over all the ratings s/he delivered which can be read as,
〈V (u)〉 = σ(u)
μ(u)
, (14)
where the μ(u) = μu(tmax) and σ(u) = σu(tmax) (as aforementioned, tmax = 1). Correspondingly, we average the object
degree over all the objects rated by user u, denoted as 〈ko(u)〉, which can be read as,
〈ko(u)〉 =
∑
o∈Ωu
k(o)
No(u)
, (15)
where Ωu is a set containing all the objects that user u rated, k(o) is the degree of object o and No(u) denotes the
corresponding number of the objects.
The results of the overall variation coefficient 〈V (u)〉 versus the average object degree 〈ko(u)〉 are shown in Fig. 13. One
can find that, a specific value of the overall variation coefficient 〈V (u)〉 could correspond to almost all scope of the value of
the average object degree 〈ko(u)〉. For example, in the Netflix data set, most values of the overall variation coefficient 〈V (u)〉
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locates in [0.1, 1] as well as each of the value can be found to pair with various average object degree 〈ko(u)〉 ranging in
[3× 103, 4× 104], suggesting that the user preference diversity has non-obvious correlation with the object degree. That is
to say,whether the user prefers to deliver high/low ratings or to givemore diverse ratings is unlikely to rely on the popularity
of an object (based on the simple and well-established assumption—the larger the object degree is, the more popular the
object among users). The users whose rating preference diversities are small may give scores on the objects with various
object degrees, so do the users whose rating preference diversities are large. Therefore, the rating preference could be an
internal properties embedded in the online user behavior regardless of the object degree, which needs additional efforts to
gain more specified results.
9. Conclusion and discussions
In this paper, we empirically investigated the evolution properties of the online user preference diversity, which is
measured by the average variation coefficient 〈V (t)〉. The empirical results indicate that, for movies and reviews, the user
preferences become increasingly diverse at the early stage of their life span, and then become more and more centralized.
We proposed a Markov model to regenerate the collective properties of online user behaviors. In this model, the transition
probability between user’s two consecutive behaviors is generated from a Gaussian distributionwith the empirical standard
deviation. The results suggest that with the proper value of parameterα, the characteristics of the user behaviors can bewell
modeled by the Markov process for some online systems like MovieLens and Epinions. However, for others like Netflix and
Amazon, the Markov process could not regenerate the statistical property of the user behaviors. Therefore, when exploring
the behavior patterns with the anchoring bias or thememory effect, it is necessary to inspect whether the online user rating
behaviors could be reproduced by theMarkov process. Besides, a detailed analysis of the correlation between the user rating
and the object quality suggests that, the user rating are increasingly uncorrelated with the object quality and the correlation
θ for different users exhibit consistent evolution trend, which would provide new sights about the users’ reactions to the
object qualities from the evolution point of view. Additionally, the user rating preference diversity and the object degree
present non-obvious correlations.
Online user preference could be affected by the social influence [8,41,42] and the recommendation systems [43–45].
Recent advances suggest that, the human social behaviors present remarkable distinct properties against the differences
in age, sex and personality etc., both on the collective and individual levels [42,46–48]. Consequently, how to identify the
evolution characteristics of online user preference with these attributes are still open questions, which requires not only
the details of the user profiles but also the trade-off between the sample size and the statistical methods. It is also very
important to dig out the necessary conditionwhen theMarkovmodel could be used tomodel the online collective behaviors.
Even though there are still these unsolved problems, our findings are very helpful for deeply understanding the evolution
properties of the online collective behaviors and precisely modeling the complex online collective behaviors.
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